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By Hasslethymi
Across
1/5 It helps you to get across street associated with Essex
town's accent (8,5)
9 Tool is waxed but not the edges (3)
10 Privies revealing heated outpourings by Cameron and
Osborne, perhaps (10)
11 Inadequate processed nougat with rubbishy wrappers (8)
12 South Pole in the dark when the North Pole is this? (6)
13 Flow restricted by the sound of it (4)

Down
1 The Reverend's horse tells lies still (9)
2 Around me rampant greed materialized (7)
3 Civilized coppers taking time instead of wielding
clubs (6)
4 Pay no attention to Edward eating rats (5,4)
6 Forms altering movement strangely at first (9)
7 Lead-free canister variant is worse (7)
8 Some climb on said tree (6)

15 Jack Daniel, maybe, yet to meet the Queen in selfassembled surroundings (10)

14 Molluscs got stuck into wild caress (9)

18 Winning ranking after draw is announced (10)

16 Sniper not freaking out, say, Murray (6,3)

21 Mark brought back into psychological sample (4)

17 Delicious bitter brewed within metal (9)

24 Fear brat's latest wrongdoing (6)

19 Fitting handle takes expert (7)

25 Strange name for anarchic modernism that hasn't died (8)

20 Listen, you stinker, I've found it! (6)

26 One who records from communication device accepting
sanction which incorporates fine (10)

22 Ashes coverage spot combines ceremony and
energy before two (7)

27 Priest is shackled by celibacy (3)

23 French article accurate but misleading (6)

28 It helps to raise my final point (5)
29 Miss Cole's awkward faux pas (8)

